FICTION
“I have been reading Paul McDonnold’s The Economics of Ego Surplus,
subtitled A Novel of Economic Terrorism, which is entertaining...For those
readers who already think most economics is fiction, perhaps this is the way
to go.”
David Smith, The Sunday Times (UK)
Part action novel, part literary novel, part guidebook to economics, The
Economics of Ego Surplus is the story of graduate student Kyle Linwood.
Anticipating a relaxing summer with his girlfriend and his PhD dissertation,
he gets recruited by the FBI to help with an obscure case of terrorist internet
“chatter,” which explodes into a shocking, mysterious assault on U.S. financial markets. As the economy melts down and a nation panics, Kyle follows
a trail of clues from Dallas to New York City to Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
In his quest to discover the truth, he will be forced to confront the assumptions underlying his education as well as his life. But will it be enough to
save America from the most dangerous terrorist plot ever conceived?
“smoothly blends in some economics/finance with a Dan Brown-style conspiracy...reads like books by Paul Erdman.”
Mike Kimel, author of Presimetrics
“well-written and fast paced…does a good job at integrating economic ideas
into the story.”
David Zetland, PhD, Aquanomics blog
“A mix of political intrigue, detective story and economic lesson, this book is
eclectic, to say the least...an intriguing read that bends genres and rules.”
Carabosse’s Library
“The Economics of Ego Surplus makes riveting reading.”
Professor Ray Titus, Alliance University (India), School of Business
Paul McDonnold is a writer whose work has appeared in The Christian
Science Monitor, The Baltimore Sun, Texas Highways magazine and Glenn
Beck’s Fusion magazine. He has taught economics courses at the University of North Texas, the University of Delaware and North Lake College in
Irving, Texas. He lives in southwest Arkansas.
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